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Executive Summary

The Commission to Study Domestic Violence was created pursuant to Resolve
1999, chapter 126 during the Second Regular Session of the 119th Legislature. The
Commission’s charge was to invite the participation of experts and interested parties,
gather information and request necessary data from public and private entities in order to
study the problem of domestic violence and determine methods of alleviating this
problem, including, but not limited to:
1. Strengthening protection from abuse orders, including improving
communication among the courts, law enforcement and other appropriate
government agencies regarding notice and verification of protection from abuse
orders;
2. Increasing enforcement of probation and bail conditions; and
3. Examining the handling of all aspects of domestic violence cases from
investigation to prosecution to movement through the court system.
The Commission to Study Domestic Violence met 10 times during the Second
Regular Session of the 119th Legislature and the First Regular Session of the 120th
Legislature. In completing its work the Commission heard presentations by and
consulted with representatives from state agencies and other experts who work with
victims of domestic abuse and their abusers. Topics of discussion included probation and
bail in cases involving domestic abuse, bail commissioners, protection from abuse orders
(PFAs), victims, children, batterers intervention programs (BIPs), technology and
communication between criminal justice agencies, and training and continued education
for all parties in the criminal justice system.
The Commission’s recommendations to the Joint Standing Committee on
Criminal Justice are outlined below.
Bail Commissioners
The Commission recommends the following.
• All bail commissioners receive mandatory training as soon after appointment as
possible, unless the Chief Judge of the District Court determines that a bail
commissioner is qualified to carry out the bail commissioner’s responsibilities
based on experience or equivalent training.
• The mandatory training regarding domestic violence cases include a component
that at a minimum requires the bail commissioner to obtain the following
information from the jail, the district attorney or the arresting law enforcement
officer before determining whether to set bail: a brief history of the alleged
abuser; the relationship of the parties; the name, address, phone number and date
of birth of the victim; and any existing conditions of protection from abuse orders,
bail and probation if known.
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• A formal continuing regional education plan be developed by the court that
includes regular meetings of bail commissioners and the judiciary by region and
that involves training in accepted practices in domestic violence cases and best
practices concerning uniform bail conditions.
• Potential resources be pursued to implement the education and training plan for
bail commissioners, as well as for oversight and supervision of bail
commissioners.
• Bail commissioners be paid on a per case basis by the Judicial Department.

Law Enforcement Policies and Protocols: Victim Notification, Risk Assessment,
Retrieval of Personal Property
The Commission recommends the following.
• Law enforcement agencies adopt policies regarding domestic violence that
include specific protocols for:
ð A process to ensure notification of victims when alleged abusers are
released from jail;
ð A risk assessment of alleged abusers that includes, at a minimum: the
person’s previous history; the parties’ relationship; and the name, address,
phone number and date of birth of the victim. The policies must include a
process for relaying this necessary information to bail commissioners
before a bail determination is made; and
ð A process for the safe retrieval of personal property belonging either to
the victim or the alleged abuser, which includes at a minimum:
identification of a neutral location for retrieval, if possible; the presence of
law enforcement during the retrieval; and adequate notice to all parties
(i.e., 24 hours) prior to the retrieval.
• The Board of Trustees of the Maine Criminal Justice Academy adopt this
expanded domestic violence policy and review minimum policy standards within
one year to ensure that all law enforcement agencies satisfy the additional specific
requirements.
Communication and Technology
The Commission recommends the following.
• The Legislature and other relevant state agencies support initiatives that may
increase the pace of technology implementation.
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• Domestic violence histories be added to the information currently or soon to be
available on-line.
• Additional methods of access be explored for use by advocates, agencies who
provide reduced or no fee legal services to victims and bail commissioners.
Bail Conditions
The Commission recommends the following.
• Education and training of jail staff and other law enforcement officers include
instruction about the immediate applicability of all conditions of bail.
Probation
The Commission recommends the following.
• The Department of Corrections be authorized to hire six additional probation
officers to be dedicated only to domestic violence caseloads.
• Specialized training be provided to these probation officers, who in turn should
be responsible for the training of their peers.
• All dedicated domestic violence probation officers actively participate as part
of coordinated community response teams (Community Domestic Violence Task
Forces).
• Other courts adopt Kennebec County’s probation condition that directs abusers
to initiate intake with a batterers intervention program within 5 days following
their release.
Batterers Intervention Programs
The Commission recommends the following.
• A State entity be tasked with investigating and identifying underserved
populations, the extent of their needs, and effective alternatives.
• All members of the Maine Association of Batterers Intervention Programs
participate in coordinated community response teams.
• The Maine Association of Batterers Intervention Programs work and
communicate with mental health providers, substance abuse providers and literacy
support providers to help each batterer receive all treatment and support that may
be needed, which may increase the batterer’s ability to participate meaningfully in
the batterers intervention program.
• Beginning January 2003 and annually thereafter, the Maine Association of
Batterers Intervention Programs report annually to the joint standing committee
iii

having jurisdiction over criminal justice matters regarding progress in meeting
benchmarks and goals, development and implementation of programs and the
measures of effectiveness of the programs.
Domestic Violence Investigators
The Commission recommends the following.
• Each prosecutorial district be authorized to subcontract for at least one
domestic violence investigator;
• Each district attorney be granted funding in that district attorney’s office budget
to subcontract with an existing local or state law enforcement agency to hire,
direct and, if necessary, replace a certified law enforcement officer to work as a
domestic violence investigator in the office of that district attorney. As elected
officials district attorneys are responsible to their constituents and are best able to
identify the needs of their districts; therefore, it is important that each office have
discretion to select its own investigator.
• Specialized training be provided to domestic violence investigators, who in turn
should be responsible for providing training and support to other officers.
Children in the Protection From Abuse Process
The Commission recommends that this issue be investigated further as proposed
below in the recommendation: Reconvening the Commission. The Commission makes
the following initial recommendations.
• Because there is a presumption that cross-examining child victims is harmful,
we encourage the judiciary to continue to explore avenues to allow and obtain
access to additional information about children for cases in which such
information is necessary to make informed decisions. The Commission supports
a process that begins with a review of current rules of evidence and related
statutes and a determination by the judiciary what amendments to those rules and
statutes is appropriate to allow court access to additional information. In addition
to a fresh review of the rules and statutes, the Commission recommends
bifurcating certain protection from abuse hearings in order to deal immediately
with the safety concern of abuse but wait until a later time to address other issues
affecting the care of the children pending receipt of necessary information. The
Commission recommends that such additional information may be obtained
through:
1. Authorizing the court to designate non-parties (i.e., statutorilymandated reporters of abuse pursuant to Title 22) a limited child hearsay
exception in protection from abuse cases, an idea that was supported by a
large majority of the Commission;
2. Authorizing the court to appoint specifically rostered guardians ad
litem to serve in protection from abuse cases. These guardians ad litem
iv

must first successfully complete advanced and specialized domestic
violence training that includes, at a minimum, practical components that
give trainees experience in providing ongoing response to real life
scenarios with feedback and evaluation from peers. Although all
guardians ad litem must receive domestic violence training, it is crucial in
a case involving children where there are allegations of domestic violence
that only guardians who have completed such advanced specialized
training be appointed. This training should be provided through
cooperative team teaching; and
3. Authorizing the court to interview children in chambers.
Coordination of Process, Parties and Actions
The Commission recommends that this issue be investigated further as proposed
below in the recommendation: Reconvening the Commission. At this point the
Commission encourages the judiciary to:
• Make efforts to coordinate the civil and criminal court processes in the areas of:
protective custody (Title 22), divorce and family law (Title 19-A), criminal law
(Title 17-A) and protection from abuse (Title 19-A). Creating continuity in the
courtroom when appropriate in such cases where civil and criminal dockets both
exist will better serve all parties and the system and will also better ensure the
safety of the child and adult victims in abusive homes; and
• Look at the entire system regarding family law, child protective statutes,
criminal law and the protection from abuse process and work to identify ways to
remove pressures that do not involve immediate safety concerns from the
protection from abuse process and the victims. Examples to look to might be
recent procedural changes in the divorce laws where modifications allow
temporary orders and access to the courts and ultimate relief to be obtained with
greater ease for all, including pro se parties. Continued improvements in the
process will maintain the purpose and efficacy of the protection from abuse
process.
Education, Training and Communication
The Commission recommends the following.
• The judiciary, who has served as a leader in promoting the awareness of
domestic violence, develop and convene continuing regional forums to provide
cross-disciplinary team training for each court across the State. The Commission
envisions that such regional forums would include a broad range of individuals,
not unlike the membership of the Community Domestic Violence Task Forces
(i.e., judges, court clerks, prosecutors, law enforcement officers, bail
commissioners, victims advocates, probation officers, investigators and
representatives from the faith community) and that those individuals would
participate in their own group process to identify and define problems in the
system, share and develop ideas and methods to close the gaps in coordination of
v

services and communication and solve other system problems. Meeting at least
quarterly to discuss local issues and share concerns, participating in training
including practical components like responding to case scenarios and learning
about state-of-the-art techniques that may be working in other jurisdictions should
have a positive impact on the system and on those who work hard to make it
better. The Commission recognizes the logistical obstacles that the judiciary
faces having no administrative support or regular office space. Based on this the
Commission supports the coordination of regional training forums with the Peace
in Our Families quarterly meetings (which include representatives from the
Community Domestic Violence Task Forces throughout the State) or the Maine
Commission on Domestic and Sexual Assault, which has an active working group
that focuses on education and training; and
• The judiciary share with the Legislature its experience in developing and
convening a continuing forum to provide cross-disciplinary team training and
support to each of its courts, including feedback about the impact made by such a
forum, new initiatives developed and implemented and measures of success.
Protection From Abuse Orders
The Commission recommends the following.
• Courts be authorized to prohibit the possession of firearms by persons who are
subject to temporary protection from abuse orders if the following conditions
have been satisfied:
1. The court discusses the plaintiff’s request for the condition prohibiting
possession of firearms or other dangerous weapons in person with the
plaintiff; and
2. The court considers whether the prohibition of possession of firearms is
an appropriate condition of an order after considering the alleged abuser’s
history of violence, the type of abuse alleged, any reason the alleged
abuser may have to possess firearms (i.e., for employment) and any other
reason that the court determines relevant to the case; and
• The subject of a temporary protection from abuse order who is prohibited from
possessing firearms be reminded when served of that person’s right to request an
expedited hearing pursuant to Title 19-A, §4006.
Reconvening the Commission
The Commission recommends the following.
• This Commission reconvene in the interim following the Second Regular
Session of the 120th Legislature in order to review the following issues and
develop recommendations and implementing legislation if appropriate:
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1. Predominant aggressors;
2. Models of supervised visitation;
3. Conflicts created between coexisting orders and conditions, including
mutual orders (i.e., protection from abuse orders, visitation or other family
law/divorce-related orders, probation conditions and bail conditions);
4. Models of uniform domestic violence incident reports and other
standard reporting tools for law enforcement officers;
5. The inconsistency in the definitions of “family or household members”
in the statutes;
6. Confidentiality programs that allow access to public records without
disclosing the location of domestic violence victims;
7. Whether Maine Rules of Criminal Procedure Rule 4 requires
clarification or amendment to authorize courts to set conditions of bail on
warrants;
8. The following elements of protection from abuse proceedings:
a. Legal representation;
b. Additional courthouse security and victim safety in
courthouses;
c. Space for victims to fill out protection from abuse paperwork;
d. Twenty-four hour availability of protection from abuse orders;
e. Service issues;
f. Conditions placed on amendment or dismissal of protection
from abuse orders (i.e., should the court require plaintiff to speak
with domestic violence advocate or legal advocate before court
will amend or dismiss order); and
g. Giving the court authority to access additional information
about children, including the use of limited hearsay and guardians
ad litem;
9. Educational components of bail commissioner training and continuing
education;
10. Conditions of bail that bail commissioners can order; and
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11. The status/progress of technology and computerization of criminal
history records, protection orders and bail conditions.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Study Creation and Charge
The Commission to Study Domestic Violence was created pursuant to Resolve
1999, chapter 126 during the Second Regular Session of the 119th Legislature. The
Commission’s charge was to invite the participation of experts and interested parties,
gather information and request necessary data from public and private entities in order to
study the problem of domestic violence and to determine methods of alleviating this
problem, including, but not limited to:
1. Strengthening protection from abuse orders, including improving
communication among the courts, law enforcement and other appropriate
government agencies regarding notice and verification of protection from abuse
orders;
2. Increasing enforcement of probation and bail conditions; and
3. Examining the handling of all aspects of domestic violence cases from
investigation to prosecution to movement through the court system.
The following persons were appointed or were designated to serve on the
Commission: two members of the Senate1, three members of the House of
Representatives2, a member of the Maine Sheriffs Association, a member of the Maine
Chiefs of Police Association, a member of the Maine Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers, a member of the Maine Prosecutors Association, a member of the Maine
Coalition to End Domestic Violence, a survivor of domestic violence, a member of the
Maine Commission on Domestic Abuse3; the Victims Service Coordinator for the
Department of Corrections; a member of the Maine Association of Batterers Intervention
1

Due to the fact that the 2-year Commission met during both the 119th and the 120th Legislatures, which
resulted in changes in the composition of the Legislature, a total of 3 Senators served on the Commission:
one for 2 years and 2 for one year each.
2
Due to the fact that the 2-year Commission met during both the 119th and the 120th Legislatures, which
resulted in changes in the composition of the Legislature, a total of 4 Representatives served on the
Commission: 2 for 2 years each and 2 for one year each.
3
Pursuant to Public Law 2001, chapter 240 the Commission on Domestic Abuse is now called the
Commission on Domestic and Sexual Abuse.
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Programs; a member of the Department of Corrections, Division of Probation and Parole;
a member of the State Police; a member of the Department of Human Services; a member
of the Office of the Attorney General; a judge from the District Court; and a District
Court clerk4. Also, although not a named a member in the enabling resolve, the
Community Educator of the Family Violence Project participated regularly and
contributed significantly to the Commission meetings. (See a list of Commission
members at Appendix B.)
B. Commission Process
The Commission to Study Domestic Violence met 10 times during the Second
Regular Session of the 119th Legislature and the First Regular Session of the 120th
Legislature. In completing its work the Commission heard presentations by and
consulted with representatives from state agencies and other experts who work with
victims of domestic abuse and their abusers. Topics of discussion included probation and
bail in cases involving domestic abuse, bail commissioners, protection from abuse orders
(PFAs), victims, children, batterers intervention programs (BIPs), technology and
communication between criminal justice agencies, and training and continued education
for all parties in the criminal justice system. Some of the participants included:
Honorable Jon Levy, Chief Judge, Maine District Court; Honorable Andrew Horton,
Judge, Maine District Court; Mark Gozdecki and Troy Thornton, probation officers who
supervise persons convicted of crimes involving domestic violence; Nancy Bouchard,
Associate Commissioner of the Department of Corrections; Dan Ouellette, Regional
Correctional Administrator for Region 3 of the Department of Corrections; Elizabeth
Simoni, Executive Director, Maine Pretrial Services; Faye Luppi, Project Director,
Violence Intervention Partnership; Richard Gribbin, bail commissioner in Kennebec
County; Margaret Groban and Gail Fisk Malone, Assistant United States Attorneys; Terri
Harrington, Anne Berlind, Ned Menoyo, Nicholas Worden, Martha Hallisey-Swift,
Janice Stuver, Mary Kellett and Rob Langner, Assistant District Attorneys; Lt. Col.
Jeffrey Harmon, Maine State Police; Marty Burgess, Mary Campbell, Bonnie Hardwick
and Andrea Itkin, directors of batterers intervention programs and Chris York, a former
4

This member was unable to participate.
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director of a batterers intervention program and former chair of the Maine Association of
Batterers Intervention Programs; and Nancy Schiff-Slater and Juliet Holmes-Smith,
attorneys for Pine Tree Legal Assistance, Inc.

The Commission established contacts with, heard updates from and worked in
conjunction with the following organizations that address issues involving domestic
violence: the Maine Commission on Domestic and Sexual Abuse, the Maine Coalition to
End Domestic Violence, Community Domestic Violence Task Forces and the Governor’s
Subcabinet on Domestic Violence.

II.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE-RELATED LEGISLATION ENACTED BY THE FIRST
REGULAR SESSION OF THE 120th LEGISLATURE

Between legislative sessions of this 2-year study, the Legislature enacted a number of
laws intended to improve systems related to domestic violence, including methods to better
protect victims and hold abusers more accountable. A summary of the enacted laws follows,
organized alphabetically by the joint standing legislative committee in which each originated.

1. Joint Standing Committee on Appropriations and Financial Affairs

A. Public Law 2001, chapter 439 (Supplemental Budget) accomplished the
following:

(1) Appropriated a total of $1.2 million in Fiscal Year 2001-2002 and $3
million in Fiscal Year 2002-2003 to support:
(a) adoption of school-based and community based sexual assault
and domestic violence prevention education;

(b) direct services to victims of sexual assault or domestic
violence; and
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(c) infrastructure support, capital needs of agencies and
compensation for staff for sexual assault and domestic violence
intervention and prevention; and

(2) Authorized the creation of a new position in the Department of Public
Safety: Domestic Violence Coordinator.

B. Private and Special Law 2001, chapter 35 authorized the Treasurer of the
State of Maine to issue bonds for the Maine State Housing Authority to raise
funds for affordable housing, $2 million of which was designated to provide
housing for victims of domestic violence.

2. Joint Standing Committee on Criminal Justice

A. Public Law 2001, chapter 420 specified that a person who violates a
protective order by reckless conduct that creates substantial risk of death or bodily
injury to the plaintiff named in protective order or by assault on the plaintiff
named in protective order is a Class C crime.

B. Public Law 2001, chapter 111 amended the culpable state of mind standard
required for a person to endanger the welfare of a dependent person to
"intentionally," "knowingly" or "recklessly" and clarified that a legal duty for a
dependent person may be inferred if a person has assumed responsibility for the
care of the dependent person.

C. Public Law 2001, chapter 252 clarified that judges and bail commissioners
must consider certain factors about a defendant’s history and the nature of the
crime when determining whether to set preconviction bail. These factors are
listed in Title 15 §1026, sub-§ 4.
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D. Public Law 2001, chapter 429 amended the endangering the welfare of a
child law to include the Class C crime of failing to take measures to protect a
child from further bodily injury when another person has committed such injury
and the person responsible for the care of the child knows of the prior injury.

3. Joint Standing Committee on Judiciary

A. Public Law 2001, chapter 163 gave Probate Court Judges the authority to
limit the amount of notice required before ordering a change in a person's name
when the purpose is to protect that person's safety.

B. Public Law 2001, chapter 243 specified that a court does not have authority
to refer issues of abuse and harassment in protection from abuse and protection
from harassment actions to a referee.

C. Public Law 2001, chapter 143 did the following:

(1) Extended the definition of "harassment" to conduct constituting
stalking and the violation of privacy and expanded the definition of
"harassment" by adding the term "course of conduct" to accommodate the
inclusion of stalking;

(2) Made violations of provisions in permanent protection from
harassment orders that direct a defendant to refrain from having contact
with a plaintiff punishable criminally by conferring express authority for
these provisions;

(3) Allowed the clerk of the court to seal identifying information in
protection from abuse and protection from harassment cases; and
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(4) Criminalized the use, attempted use or threatened use of physical
force in violation of a protection from abuse order by conferring express
authority for such a provision.

D. Public Law 2001, chapter 273 did the following:

(1) Revised language concerning child custody in the protection from
abuse laws to use terms consistent with the language governing parental
rights and responsibilities in other situations (replaced the word "custody"
to reflect the proper use of the terms "parental rights and responsibilities"
and "rights of contact" as used elsewhere in the Maine Revised Statutes,
Title 19-A); and

(2) Amended the provisions governing the award of parental rights and
responsibilities or rights of contact with minor children after such an
award has already been made as part of a protection from abuse order (in a
parental rights and responsibilities action the court must determine the
proper award de novo and may not rely on the award made in the
protection order as precedent).

E. Public Law 2001, chapter 240 did the following:

(1) Added members to the membership of the Maine Commission on
Domestic Abuse, and required the commission to report biennially to the
Legislature; and

(2) Renamed the Maine Commission on Domestic Abuse to the Maine
Commission on Domestic and Sexual Abuse.
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III.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Although a number of laws were recently passed by the Legislature as described above,
the Commission’s legislative charge presented members with many additional issues. The
Commission to Study Domestic Violence was established specifically to provide a legislative
forum to look at criminal issues related to domestic violence. After consulting with the experts
and the interested parties mentioned above (see I. Introduction) and participating in many
thoughtful and lengthy discussions, the Commission makes the following findings and
recommendations.5

A. Bail Commissioners

The Commission recognizes that the judiciary, having few resources and little time, has
made efforts to provide training and oversight to bail commissioners to ensure uniformity. The
most recent example of this is training regarding the January 2001 implementation of the
Domestic Violence Bail Policy for bail commissioners. These steps have been important, but
both members of the Commission and the judiciary believe that a great deal more in terms of
training and supervising of bail commissioners is necessary. The Commission makes the
following findings.
ð Uniformity and consistency in bail conditions is integral to better ensure the safety of
victims.
ð A comprehensive initial and continuing education program for bail commissioners is
important, and the current statute and policies regarding the training and continuing
education of bail commissioners are inadequate.

5

Unless otherwise indicated, a majority or all of the members participating at the time a recommendation was made
support the recommendation and related findings. However, since part of the membership of the Commission
changed several times over the 2-year period, some members may not have been present for the development of
each recommendation.
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ð Frequent contact and communication between the bail commissioners and the
judiciary are essential to accountability, and current practices do not support adequate
and frequent enough communication and contact.
ð The current system for payment of bail commissioners creates an appearance of
impropriety that exists because a bail commissioner’s fee is paid by the person being
bailed. If the bail commissioner does not set bail or if the commissioner sets bail that is
high and difficult for the person to post, the bail commissioner does not receive payment.

In light of these findings and the challenges that bail commissioners face making
important decisions in short periods of time based on very little information, the Commission
recommends that the judiciary take more responsibility over the training and supervision of bail
commissioners by ensuring that the following occur.
• All bail commissioners receive mandatory training pursuant to Title 15, §1023 as soon
after appointment as possible6, unless the Chief Judge of the District Court determines
that a bail commissioner is qualified to carry out the bail commissioner’s responsibilities
based on experience or equivalent training. Achieving this goal will require providing
the courts with additional funding to coordinate the training, employ the trainers and
provide the training.
• The mandatory training regarding domestic violence cases include a component that at
a minimum requires the bail commissioner to obtain the following information from the
jail, the district attorney or the arresting law enforcement officer before determining
whether to set bail: a brief history of the alleged abuser; the relationship of the parties; the
name, address, phone number and date of birth of the victim; and any existing conditions
of protection from abuse orders, bail and probation if known. Implementation of this
6

All Commission members agreed that bail commissioners should receive mandatory training, although members’
views on when such training should occur varied. Some members suggested that bail commissioners should receive
training immediately after appointment and before ever setting bail in any case. Others suggested allowing 30 to
180 days to complete training. Although members of the judiciary indicated their strong support for swifter and
more structured training for bail commissioners, additional statutory training requirements will require additional
resources.
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recommendation involves training and oversight, but also involves coordination of
criminal justice information and methods of communication, which are heavily
influenced by the progress of technology. (See more below in B. Law Enforcement
Policies and Protocols: Victim Notification, Risk Assessment, Retrieval of Personal
Property and C. Communication and Technology.)
• A formal continuing regional education plan is developed that includes regular
meetings of bail commissioners and the judiciary by region and that involves training in
accepted practices in domestic violence cases and best practices around uniform bail
conditions.7 Like speeding up the initial training for bail commissioners, achieving this
goal also will require providing the courts with additional funding.
• Potential resources are pursued to implement the education and training plan for bail
commissioners, as well as for oversight and supervision of bail commissioners. Training
might be provided by cross-disciplinary teams of bail commissioners, district attorneys,
advocates and law enforcement officers with whom the courts could contract. Training
resources might also be found tapping future VAWA Stop Grant funds and other grant
dollars.
• Bail commissioners be paid on a per case basis by the Judicial Department. Again, like
speeding up the initial training for bail commissioners and developing a formal
continuing regional education plan, this will require providing the courts with additional
funding.

7

Some members also recommended that such training should include instruction regarding the inappropriateness of
setting personal recognizance bail for repeat offenders and those who have violated bail conditions. This would
require statutory changes to the Maine Bail Code that would amend the philosophy or current purpose behind
preconviction bail. Because the Commission did not fully explore the implications of this idea, it is noted here and
may be raised again as part of the proposal to reconvene the Commission for certain duties.
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B. Law Enforcement Policies and Protocols: Victim Notification, Risk Assessment,
Retrieval of Personal Property

The Commission finds that there are several areas where model law enforcement policies
or protocols are necessary to better ensure the safety of victims. Specifically, the regularity and
process for notification of victims is varied, not all law enforcement agencies prepare a risk
assessment (standardized form) of the alleged abuser that can be utilized to provide necessary
information for informed bail and supervision decisions, and the lack of a process for retrieval of
the personal property puts the safety of law enforcement and victims at risk. The areas requiring
new or refined policies that the Commission identified are:
ð Notification of victims when alleged abusers are released from jail;
ð Risk assessment of alleged abusers; and
ð Retrieval of personal property by the victim or alleged abuser.

Pursuant to Title 25, §2803-B, all law enforcement agencies are required to adopt policies
and procedures to deal with domestic violence. The Commission recommends that Title 25 be
amended to require that adoption of policies regarding domestic violence include specific
protocols for:
• A process to ensure notification of victims when alleged abusers are released from jail;
• A risk assessment of alleged abusers that includes, at a minimum: the person’s
previous history; the parties’ relationship; and the name, address, phone number and date
of birth of the victim. The policies must include a process for relaying this necessary
information to bail commissioners before a bail determination is made; and
• A process for the safe retrieval of personal property belonging either to the victim or
the alleged abuser, which includes at a minimum: identification of a neutral location for
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retrieval, if possible; the presence of law enforcement during the retrieval; and adequate
notice to all parties (i.e., 24 hours) prior to the retrieval.

In order to implement these recommendations, the Commission further recommends that:
• The Board of Trustees of the Maine Criminal Justice Academy adopt this expanded
domestic violence policy and review minimum policy standards within one year to ensure
that all law enforcement agencies satisfy the additional specific requirements.

C. Communication and Technology

A number of initiatives regarding coordination and access to criminal history information
have been implemented by the State or are in the process of final implementation. Those
initiatives include: on-line access by law enforcement to temporary and permanent PFA orders,
which has been implemented; on-line access to bail conditions, for which the State Police has
completed its component and is waiting for the court to complete its part before final
implementation; and on-line access to criminal history records.

Although these are huge improvements in access to information, some pieces include
only new criminal or related records. Existing orders and conditions that were made prior to the
start up of these on-line initiatives are not part of these systems. Additionally, many of the
parties in the criminal justice system have different systems that can “talk” to one another in
order to access information, but most are not truly integrated. The next phase of the criminal
justice information sharing process involves looking specifically at how information passes
through the criminal justice system with the goal of creating an integrated system. Another
concern is that as the system is currently operated, bail commissioners and others, including
advocates, do not have access to this information. Members of the Community Domestic
Violence Task Forces suggested that service providers, like domestic violence shelters and
providers of reduced or no-fee legal services to victims be authorized to access the records. The
Commission encourages the State Police, the Attorney General and the Community Domestic
Violence Task Forces to work to determine if and how to allow expanded access. In regard to
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bail commissioners, it appears that they need to continue to talk directly with arresting law
enforcement officers, district attorneys and jail staff to obtain information essential to making
bail determinations.

Based on these concerns the Commission makes the following findings.
_ All persons involved in the criminal justice system need access to basic criminal
history information about alleged abusers in order to make informed decisions about bail
conditions and probation conditions and supervision to better ensure the safety of victims.
_ Information-sharing technology is improving and will continue to do so, but the entire
infrastructure for absolute delivery of complete information provided in a timely manner
is nonexistent today.

Acknowledging that improvements in technology and access to information have
occurred and continue to move forward, the Commission recommends that:
• The Legislature and other relevant state agencies support initiatives that may increase
the pace of technology implementation;
• Domestic violence histories be added to the information currently or soon to be
available on-line; and
• Additional methods of access be explored for use by advocates, agencies who provide
reduced or no fee legal services to victims and bail commissioners.

D. Bail Conditions

The Commission heard testimony of situations in which an abuser with a condition of no
contact was incarcerated but continued to make harassing telephone calls to the victim and
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situations in which a victim was allowed to visit an incarcerated abuser with a no contact
condition. The Commission makes the following findings.
ð Τhe statute indicates that bail conditions apply immediately upon being set – whether
a defendant is incarcerated or not.8
ð Because assigning bail conditions of no contact has become a regular process in most
domestic violence cases, and because there is a societal interest in ensuring the safety of
the victim and promoting the rehabilitation of the alleged abuser by maintaining
separation of the parties until a judge determines that conditions of bail should be
amended or the case dismissed, conditions of no contact should be enforced immediately.

Based on these findings, the Commission recommends that:
• Education and training of jail staff and other law enforcement officers include
instruction about the immediate applicability of all conditions of bail, unless a condition
is expressly excluded from immediate applicability in a bail order.9

E. Probation

The Commission recognizes that there have been a number of improvements in the
probation system that have enhanced the supervision of persons convicted of crimes involving
domestic abuse, including:

1. More probation officers in the field, including two who supervise only persons
convicted of crimes involving domestic violence;

8

One member of the Commission questioned whether bail conditions actually apply when the person is released,
instead of applying immediately upon being set if the person is still incarcerated. That member identified concerns
about proper notice to the defendant when bail is set and about holding a defendant accountable for contact with the
victim if the jail staff allowed the victim to visit the defendant.
9
See Title 15, §1026, sub-§7.
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2. An ongoing process involving field staff and management throughout the State
working together to identify ways to better communicate; and

3. A commitment to training.

The Commission makes the following findings.
ð Because the coordinated response to domestic violence across the State is beginning
to prove to be effective, continued and consistent training for all is important, and the
State needs to be creative in funding and obtaining resources to ensure that continued
training is provided.
ð Most of the probationers supervised by the dedicated domestic violence probation
officers are not reassaulting, which is attributed to close supervision (due to smaller
caseloads) and probation officers’ close working relationships with the prosecutors,
county jail staff, other law enforcement officers, advocates, victims and batterers
intervention programs.

Because of these reported improvements and all parties’ interests in supporting and
creating greater supervision of abusers and enhanced safety of victims, the Commission
recommends the following.
• The Department of Corrections be authorized to hire six additional probation officers
to be dedicated only to domestic violence caseloads.
• Specialized training be provided to these probation officers, who in turn should be
responsible for the training of other probation officers.
• All dedicated domestic violence probation officers actively participate as part of
coordinated community response teams (Community Domestic Violence Task Forces).
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• Other courts adopt Kennebec County’s probation condition that directs abusers to
initiate intake with a batterers intervention program within 5 days following their release.

F. Batterers Intervention Programs

In the context of probation for persons convicted of crimes involving domestic violence,
the Commission discussed the use of batterers intervention programs and the varied approaches
that the programs utilize. The Commission makes the following findings.
_ There are many underserved populations in the State for whom current batterers
intervention programs are not accessible or appropriate.
_ A coordinated community response to domestic abuse improves the effectiveness and
success of batterers intervention programs.

The Commission recommends the following:
• A State entity be tasked with investigating and identifying underserved populations,
the extent of their needs, and effective alternatives.
• All members of the Maine Association of Batterers Intervention Programs participate
in coordinated community response teams.
• The Maine Association of Batterers Intervention Programs work and communicate
with mental health providers, substance abuse providers and literacy support providers to
help each batterer receive all treatment and support that may be needed, which may
increase the batterer’s ability to participate meaningfully in the batterers intervention
program.
• Beginning January 2003 and annually thereafter, the Maine Association of Batterers
Intervention Programs report annually to the joint standing committee having jurisdiction
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over criminal justice matters regarding progress in meeting benchmarks and goals,
development and implementation of programs and the measures of effectiveness of the
programs.

G. Domestic Violence Investigators

The Commission heard a great deal of testimony regarding the integral role that
investigators play in the successful prosecution of domestic violence cases. Only a handful of
investigators have been employed as dedicated domestic violence investigators, but in those
counties where investigators have worked, the role that they play is evident in their contributions
to the efficacy of domestic violence units and to the safety of victims. The Commission makes
the following findings.
ð Law enforcement officers who are not dedicated investigators face the burdens of
daily routine police emergencies that require immediate attention; therefore these officers
often do not have the ability to thoroughly follow-up on cases involving domestic
violence by: collecting additional evidence; establishing close working relationships with
the victims, prosecutors, advocates, probation officers and other law enforcement
officers; and carrying out searches to ensure that abusers are complying with conditions
of protection orders, probation and bail.
ð The immediate response capability, specialized training, time and effort that
investigators provide are essential components of the coordinated community response to
domestic violence.
_ Investigators support and supplement the work of all law enforcement officers.

Therefore, the Commission recommends the following.
• Each prosecutorial district be authorized to subcontract for at least one domestic
violence investigator;
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• Each district attorney be granted funding in that district attorney’s office budget to
subcontract with an existing local or state law enforcement agency to hire, direct and, if
necessary, replace a certified law enforcement officer to work as a domestic violence
investigator in the office of that district attorney. As elected officials district attorneys
are responsible to their constituents and are best able to identify the needs of their
districts; therefore, it is important that each office have discretion to select its own
investigator.
• Specialized training be provided to domestic violence investigators, who in turn should
be responsible for providing training and support to other officers.

H. Children in the Protection From Abuse Process

One of the areas that raised significant concerns for the Commission and for which little
has been done is that involving the safety and protection of children in the protection from abuse
process. The Commission makes the following findings regarding children.
ð Direct as well as indirect exposure to domestic violence is victimization and is
dangerous and traumatic to both the children and adults in a family.
ð Continued harm may result by placing children from abusive homes on the stand to be
cross-examined or having them present at protection from abuse proceedings at all.
ð The current protection from abuse process is not structured necessarily to protect
children; there is no system providing adequate protection when there are allegations of
abuse to children, although there is such a system protecting the parent.
ð Courts need the ability to obtain more information in certain cases in order to make
reasoned decisions about the safety of children.
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ð Unlike the child protective statutes in Title 22, the family law statutes in Title 19-A
and the Criminal Code in Title 17-A, the purpose of the protection from abuse statute is
to provide immediate safety to victims and their children -- there is no time to conduct
thorough investigations to make determinations regarding the best interests of children.
ð Although the use of the protection from abuse statutes to resolve other family law
issues may dilute the effectiveness and compromises the integrity of the protection from
abuse process, it is often the only avenue parents have to resolve these issues when there
are allegations of abuse.

Since it first began discussing the welfare of children in the protection from abuse
process, the Commission learned of the judiciary’s ongoing work in this area. Specifically,
members of the judiciary brainstormed about the need to access additional information about
children in protection from abuse procedures and are reviewing rules and statutes to determine
what changes might be needed to accomplish the task of accessing necessary information. Two
of the issues that were on their table are the use of child hearsay and guardians ad litem in these
cases, which are also two of the recommendations that this Commission identified. The
Commission would like to commend the court on its initiative in this area and offer its support
for future work in the adoption of practices that will better protect children. However, since its
last meeting, the Commission also learned that the judiciary does not plan on proposing major
policy changes to the rules or statutes at this time. Because these issues are so important, the
Commission believes that they should be discussed further and put before the Legislature in the
future for consideration as proposed in L. Reconvening the Commission. The Commission
makes the following initial recommendations.
• Because there is a presumption that cross-examining child victims is harmful, we
encourage the judiciary to continue to explore avenues to allow and obtain access to
additional information about children for cases in which such information is necessary to
make informed decisions. The Commission supports a process that begins with a review
of current rules of evidence and related statutes and a determination by the judiciary what
amendments to those rules and statutes is appropriate to allow court access to additional
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information. In addition to a fresh review of the rules and statutes, the Commission
recommends bifurcating certain protection from abuse hearings in order to deal
immediately with the safety concern of abuse but wait until a later time to address other
issues affecting the care of the children pending receipt of necessary information. The
Commission recommends that such additional information may be obtained through:

1. Authorizing the court to designate non-parties (i.e., statutorily-mandated
reporters of abuse pursuant to Title 22) a limited child hearsay exception in
protection from abuse cases, an idea that was supported by a large majority of the
Commission;

2. Authorizing the court to appoint specifically rostered guardians ad litem to
serve in protection from abuse cases. These guardians ad litem must first
successfully complete advanced and specialized domestic violence training that
includes, at a minimum, practical components that give trainees experience in
providing ongoing response to real life scenarios with feedback and evaluation
from peers. Although all guardians ad litem must receive domestic violence
training, it is crucial in a case involving children where there are allegations of
domestic violence that only guardians who have completed such advanced
specialized training be appointed. This training should be provided through
cooperative team teaching; and

3. Authorizing the court to interview children in chambers.

I. Coordination of Process, Parties and Actions

The Commission did not have a great deal of time to discuss the issues regarding
conflicting protection orders and conflicting conditions. However, the Commission
acknowledges that such conflicts are created by the various protection order conditions, bail
conditions, probation conditions and conditions of other related family law orders that exist
simultaneously. Because these conflicts are confusing and dangerous to the children and other
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family victims of domestic violence, the Commission would like to continue work in this area as
proposed in L. Reconvening the Commission. Based on the discussions the Commission did
have, it makes the following initial findings.
_ There is a systems issue regarding the partnership of the civil and criminal process;
gaps in communication exist in some courts, which result in conflicts in civil and
criminal orders and confusion and potential danger to the parties; and
_ Judges need to know what is happening in related proceedings involving the same
parties.

Currently, advocates who are working with victims involved in multiple proceedings are
single-handedly trying to coordinate and provide information to prosecutors and the courts.
Other states are considering the development of domestic violence courts or domestic violence
dockets to coordinate cases. Although these issues require more investigation and discussion,
the Commission encourages the judiciary to:
• Make efforts to coordinate the civil and criminal court processes in the areas of:
protective custody (Title 22), divorce and family law (Title 19-A), criminal law (Title 17A) and protection from abuse (Title 19-A). Creating continuity in the courtroom when
appropriate in such cases where civil and criminal dockets both exist will better serve all
parties and the system and will also better ensure the safety of the child and adult victims
in abusive homes; and
• Look at the entire system regarding family law, child protective statutes, criminal law
and the protection from abuse process and work to identify ways to remove pressures that
do not involve immediate safety concerns from the protection from abuse process and the
victims. Examples to look to might be recent procedural changes in the divorce laws
where modifications allow temporary orders and access to the courts and ultimate relief
to be obtained with greater ease for all, including pro se parties. Continued
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improvements in the process will maintain the purpose and efficacy of the protection
from abuse process.

Since the Commission began discussing this issue, it has learned that Chief Judge Levy
received a grant and is working to develop protocols for a pilot project in York and Cumberland
Counties to better funnel both civil and criminal information arising from one incident to the
judges hearing the cases. The group developing the protocols may also look at other domestic
violence court models and domestic violence docket models and the possible rotation of judges
to provide continuity and consistency over given periods of time. The Commission strongly
supports this work of the judiciary in this area.

J. Education, Training and Communication

In each of its 10 meetings the Commission discussed education, training and
communication. Regardless of the agenda topic, these three issues repeatedly overlapped all
other issues and played a role in each discussion. The Commission recognizes the large amount
of work that has been done in providing education and training and expanding communication
and encourages the continued work and progress of the Community Domestic Violence Task
Forces and others who support and promote the coordinated community response. The task
forces, numbering approximately 26 across the State, have involved representatives from all
aspects of the system and have provided an important forum for discussions and positive
changes. The Commission also recognizes the judiciary’s recent domestic violence training and
ongoing commitment to work in this area. Regarding education, training and communication the
Commission makes the following findings.
_ Initial training and ongoing education for all parties involved in the coordinated
community response to domestic violence are crucial.
_ The State needs to find ways to help support, identify and secure resources for
training and education.
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_ Continued and frequent education and training are necessary to remedy the gaps
caused by lack of communication in the system.

In addition to the support of the continued activity of the Community Domestic Violence
Task Forces, the Commission recommends and encourages that:
• The judiciary, who has served as a leader in promoting the awareness of domestic
violence, develop and convene continuing regional forums to provide cross-disciplinary
team training for each court across the State. The Commission envisions that such
regional forums would include a broad range of individuals, not unlike the membership
of the Community Domestic Violence Task Forces (i.e., judges, court clerks, prosecutors,
counsel for defendants (those who handle criminal issues), counsel for parents (those who
handle protective custody issues), law enforcement officers, bail commissioners, victims
advocates, probation officers, investigators and representatives from the faith
community), and that those individuals would participate in their own group process to
identify and define problems in the system, share and develop ideas and methods to close
the gaps in coordination of services and communication and solve other system problems.
Meeting at least quarterly to discuss local issues and share concerns, participating in
training including practical components like responding to case scenarios and learning
about state-of-the-art techniques that may be working in other jurisdictions should have a
positive impact on the system and on those who work hard to make it better. The
Commission recognizes the logistical obstacles that the judiciary faces in implementing
such a program, since the judiciary has no direct administrative support or regular office
space. Based on this the Commission supports the coordination of regional training
forums with the Peace in Our Families quarterly meetings (which include representatives
from the Community Domestic Violence Task Forces throughout the State) or the Maine
Commission on Domestic and Sexual Assault, which has an active working group that
focuses on education and training; and
• The judiciary share with the Legislature its experience in developing and convening
continuing regional forums to provide cross-disciplinary team training and support to
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each of its courts, including feedback about the impact made by such a forum, new
initiatives developed and implemented and measures of success.

K. Protection From Abuse Orders

In discussing protection from abuse orders, the Commission focused on safety concerns
and specifically how to better ensure victim safety. The Commission makes the following
findings.
_ Pursuant to data maintained for the Department of Public Safety’s Uniform Crime
Reporting, in the year 2000 domestic violence was the number one cause of homicides in
the State, which supports an historical trend that more than half of all homicides
committed in Maine over the past 10 years were domestic violence related. In addition to
domestic violence victims becoming homicide victims, many of the abusers in these
cases also commit suicide following the homicides.
_ The most dangerous time for a victim is that period immediately after a protection
from abuse order is issued and the 48 hours following that issuance.
_ The majority of domestic violence-related homicides are committed with firearms.
_ Courts are limited in their ability to prohibit a person who is the subject of a
temporary protection from abuse order from possessing firearms.

The Commission acknowledges that the prohibition of possession of firearms in a
temporary abuse order situation has been discussed and debated by the Legislature. The
Commission understands and appreciates the desire to balance the public safety interest with the
privacy interests and Second Amendment rights of individuals but believes that safety, especially
of the victim but also of the public and the abusers themselves, is of substantial concern.
Reviewing the trends and appreciating the realities of and complexities of domestic violence
cases, the Commission believes that the sacrifice of being prohibited from possessing a firearm
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for 48 hours to 21 days10 is reasonable compared to the State’s public safety interest. Based on
these observations, the Commission makes the following recommendations.
• Courts be authorized to prohibit the possession of firearms by persons who are subject
to temporary protection from abuse orders if the following conditions have been satisfied:

1. The court discusses the plaintiff’s request for the condition prohibiting
possession of firearms or other dangerous weapons in person with the plaintiff;
and

2. The court considers whether the prohibition of possession of firearms is an
appropriate condition of an order after considering the alleged abuser’s history of
violence, the type of abuse alleged, any reason the alleged abuser may have to
possess firearms (i.e., for employment) and any other reason that the court
determines relevant to the case; and
• The subject of a temporary protection from abuse order who is prohibited from
possessing firearms be reminded when served of that person’s right to request an
expedited hearing pursuant to Title 19-A, §4006.

L. Reconvening the Commission

Although the Commission met a total of 10 times over 2 years and a number of other
groups are working simultaneously on related issues regarding domestic violence, the
Commission members believe that the legislative study group has been a valuable forum
connecting legislators to practitioners. The Commission hopes that implementation of its
recommendations will improve victim safety, strengthen offender accountability and promote a
coordinated community response to domestic violence. The Commission recognizes that
10

Pursuant to Title 19-A §4006, sub-§7 a person who is subject to a temporary protection order may appear and
move dissolution or modification of the order upon 2 days notice to the plaintiff or upon such shorter notice as the
court may order. Pursuant to Title 19-A §4006, sub-§1 within 21 days of the filing of a complaint for protection a
hearing must be held.
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domestic violence is a very complex area in which many initiatives are being developed, and
continued discussions and follow-up by the Legislature are an appropriate step. The
Commission would like to continue to address issues that it has identified as requiring additional
time and attention. The Commission makes the following recommendations.
• This Commission should reconvene in the interim following the Second Regular
Session of the 120th Legislature in order to review the following issues and develop
recommendations and implementing legislation if appropriate:

1. Predominant aggressors;

2. Models of supervised visitation;

3. Conflicts created between coexisting orders and conditions, including mutual
orders (i.e., protection from abuse orders, visitation or other family law/divorcerelated orders, probation conditions and bail conditions);

4. Models of uniform domestic violence incident reports and other standard
reporting tools for law enforcement officers;

5. The inconsistency in the definitions of “family or household members” in the
statutes;

6. Confidentiality programs that allow access to public records without disclosing
the location of domestic violence victims;

7. Whether Maine Rules of Criminal Procedure; Rule 4 needs clarification or
amendment to authorize courts to set conditions of bail on warrants;

8. The following elements of protection from abuse proceedings:
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a. Legal representation;

b. Additional courthouse security and victim safety in courthouses;

c. Space for victims to fill out protection from abuse paperwork;

d. Twenty-four hour availability of protection from abuse orders;

e. Service issues;

f. Conditions placed on amendment or dismissal of protection from abuse
orders (i.e., should courts require plaintiff to speak with domestic violence
advocate or legal advocate before court will amend or dismiss order); and

g. Giving the court authority to access additional information about
children, including the use of limited hearsay and guardians ad litem;

9. Educational components of bail commissioner training and continuing
education;

10. Conditions of bail that bail commissioners can order; and

11. The status/progress of technology and computerization of criminal history
records, protection orders and bail conditions.

The Commission should report its findings and recommendations to the First Regular
Session of the 121st Legislature.
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APPENDIX A
Authorizing Legislation: Resolve 1999, chapter 126

CHAPTER 126
H.P. 1906 - L.D. 2651
Resolve, to Establish the Commission to Study Domestic Violence
Emergency preamble. Whereas, Acts and resolves of the Legislature do not become
effective until 90 days after adjournment unless enacted as emergencies; and
Whereas, domestic violence is a pervasive and atrocious problem in Maine and
nationwide; and
Whereas, for the health and well-being of the people of Maine, it is imperative that
reasonable and sound measures be taken to alleviate the problem of domestic violence;
and
Whereas, in order to adequately address the problem of domestic violence, it needs to
be determined what the issues and problems are and what reasonable and sound measures
need to be taken; and
Whereas, this determination needs to be undertaken as soon as possible so that the
problem of domestic violence may be alleviated quickly; and
Whereas, in the judgment of the Legislature, these facts create an emergency within
the meaning of the Constitution of Maine and require the following legislation as
immediately necessary for the preservation of the public peace, health and safety; now,
therefore, be it
Sec. 1. Commission established. Resolved: That the Commission to Study Domestic
Violence, referred to in this resolve as the "commission," is established; and be it further
Sec. 2. Commission membership. Resolved: That the commission consists of the
following members:
1. Two members of the Senate, appointed by the President of the Senate. When
making the appointments, the President shall give preference to members of the Joint
Standing Committee on Criminal Justice and the Joint Standing Committee on Judiciary;
2. Three members of the House of Representatives, appointed by the Speaker of the
House. When making the appointments, the Speaker shall give preference to members of
the Joint Standing Committee on Criminal Justice and the Joint Standing Committee on
Judiciary;
3. One member of the Maine Association of Clerks of Courts who works in the
District Court, selected by that association;
4. One member of the Maine Sheriffs Association, selected by that association;
5. One member of the Maine Chiefs of Police Association, selected by that
association;
6. The President of the Maine Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, or the
president's designee;

7. The President of the Maine Prosecutors Association, or the president's designee;
8. The Director of the Maine Coalition to End Domestic Violence, or the director's
designee;
9. A survivor of domestic violence, appointed by the President of the Senate;
10. The Chair of the Maine Commission on Domestic Abuse, or the chair's designee;
11. The Victims Service Coordinator for the Department of Corrections;
12. The chair of the Maine Association of Batterers Intervention Programs or the
chair's designee;
13. One member of the Department of Corrections, Division of Probation and Parole,
appointed by the Commissioner of Corrections;
14. The Chief of the State Police or the chief's designee;
15. The Commissioner of Human Services or the commissioner's designee; and
16. The Attorney General or the Attorney General's designee.
The commission shall ask the Chief Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court to designate
a judge or retired judge from the District Court to serve on the commission as a voting
member. Members who are Legislators may serve only while Legislators. If necessary,
the President of the Senate and Speaker of the House shall appoint new legislative
members; and be it further
Sec. 3. Chairs. Resolved: That the first named Senate member is the Senate chair of
the commission and the first named House of Representatives member is the House chair
of the commission; and be it further
Sec. 4. Appointments; meetings. Resolved: That all appointments must be made no
later than 30 days following the effective date of this resolve. The appointing authorities
shall notify the Executive Director of the Legislative Council upon making their
appointments. When the appointment of all members is complete, the chairs of the
commission shall call and convene the first meeting of the commission no later than 30
days after all appointments have been made. The commission may hold up to 8 meetings;
and be it further
Sec. 5. Duties. Resolved: That the commission shall invite the participation of
experts and interested parties, gather information and request necessary data from public
and private entities in order to study the problem of domestic violence and determine
methods of alleviating this problem, including, but not limited to:
1. Strengthening protection from abuse orders, including improving communication
between the courts, law enforcement and other appropriate government agencies
regarding notice and verification of protection from abuse orders;
2. Increasing enforcement of probation and bail conditions; and
3. Examining the handling of all aspects of domestic violence cases from
investigation to prosecution to movement through the court system; and be it further

Sec. 6. Staff assistance. Resolved: That, upon approval of the Legislative Council,
the Office of Policy and Legal Analysis shall provide necessary staffing services to the
commission. If requested by the commission, the Department of Public Safety, the
Department of Corrections and the Office of the Attorney General also shall provide
assistance; and be it further
Sec. 7. Compensation. Resolved: That the members of the commission who are
Legislators are entitled to the legislative per diem, as defined in the Maine Revised
Statutes, Title 3, section 2, and reimbursement for necessary expenses incurred for their
attendance at authorized meetings of the commission. Other members of the commission
who are not otherwise compensated by their employers or other entities that they
represent are entitled to receive reimbursement of necessary expenses incurred for their
attendance at authorized meetings; and be it further
Sec. 8. Report. Resolved: That the commission shall submit its report, together with
any necessary implementing legislation, to the joint standing committee of the
Legislature having jurisdiction over criminal justice matters no later than December 5,
2001. The joint standing committee of the Legislature having jurisdiction over criminal
justice matters may introduce a bill during the Second Regular Session of the 120th
Legislature. If the commission requires a limited extension of time to conclude its work,
it may apply to the Legislative Council, which may grant the extension; and be it further
Sec. 9. Budget. Resolved: That the chairs of the commission, with assistance from
the commission staff, shall administer the commission's budget. Within 10 days after its
first meeting, the commission shall present a work plan and proposed budget to the
Legislative Council for approval. The commission may not incur expenses that would
result in the commission exceeding its approved budget. Upon request from the
commission, the Executive Director of the Legislative Council shall promptly provide the
commission chairs and staff with a status report on the commission's budget,
expenditures incurred and paid and available funds; and be it further
Sec. 10. Appropriation. Resolved: That the following funds are appropriated from
the General Fund to carry out the purposes of this resolve.
2000-01
LEGISLATURE
Commission to Study Domestic Violence
Personal Services $1,100
All Other 1,000
Provides funds for the per diem and expenses of legislative members of
the Commission to Study Domestic Violence.
LEGISLATURE ____________
TOTAL $2,100
Emergency clause. In view of the emergency cited in the preamble, this resolve takes
effect when approved.
Effective May 8, 2000.
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APPENDIX C
Legislation proposed by Commission

PROPOSED LEGISLATION

Title: An Act to Implement the Recommendations of the Commission to Study Domestic
Violence
Be it enacted by the People of the State of Maine as follows:
PART A
Sec. A-1. 15 MRSA §1023, sub-§4 is repealed and replaced with the following:
4. Limitations on authority. A bail commissioner may not:
A. Set preconviction bail for a defendant confined in jail or held under arrest by virtue
of an order issued by a court in which bail has not been authorized;
B. Change the bail that has been set by a court; or
C. In a case involving domestic violence, set preconviction bail for a defendant before
the bail commissioner has made a good faith effort to obtain from the arresting officer,
the district attorney, a jail employee or other law enforcement officer, the following:
(1) A brief history of the defendant;
(2) The relationship of the defendant and alleged victim;
(3) The name, address, phone number and date of birth of the alleged victim;
and
(4) Existing conditions of protection from abuse orders, conditions of bail and
conditions of probation.
Sec. A-2. 15 MRSA §1023, sub-§5 is amended to read:
5. Fees. A bail commissioner is entitled to receive a fee not to exceed $40 for the
charges pursuant to which the defendant is presently in custody. The bail commissioner shall
submit such forms as the Judicial Department directs to verify the amount of fees received
under this subsection. The sheriff of the county in which the defendant is detained may create a
fund for the distribution by the sheriff or the sheriff's designee for the payment in whole or in
part of the $40 bail commissioner fee for those defendants who do not have the financial ability
to pay that fee. The judicial department shall pay the bail commissioner’s fee.
Sec. A-3. 15 MRSA §1023, sub-§7 is amended to read:
7. Mandatory training. As a condition of appointment and continued service, a bail
commissioner must successfully complete a bail training program, as prescribed and scheduled
by the Chief Judge of the District Court, not later than one year 180 days following
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appointment, unless the Chief Judge of the District Court determines that the bail commissioner
is qualified to carry out the responsibilities of a bail commissioner based on equivalent
experience or training. The Maine Criminal Justice Academy shall provide assistance to the
Chief Judge of the District Court in establishing an appropriate training program for bail
commissioners. The program shall include instruction on the provisions of this chapter, the
relevant constitutional provisions on bail and any other matters pertinent to bail that the Chief
Judge of the District Court considers appropriate and necessary. The Chief Judge of the
District Court may shall establish a regional continuing education program for bail
commissioners that includes regular meetings of the bail commissioners and members of the
judiciary and, at a minimum, training in accepted practices in domestic violence cases and best
practices concerning uniform bail conditions.
PART B
Sec. B-1. 19-A MRSA §4006 sub-§5, ¶¶E and F are amended to read:
E. Taking, converting or damaging property in which the plaintiff may
have a legal interest; or
F. Having any direct or indirect contact with the plaintiff.; or
Sec. B-2. 19-A MRSA §4006, sub-§5, ¶G is enacted to read:
G. Possessing a firearm or other dangerous weapon for the duration of the
order, if the court determines that the defendant has a history of violence.
The court may impose this condition only if the court discusses the
plaintiff’s request for the condition prohibiting possession of firearms or
other dangerous weapons in person with the plaintiff, and the court
determines that the prohibition of possession of firearms or other
dangerous weapons is an appropriate condition of an order after
considering at least the following:
(1) The defendant’s history of violence;
(2) The type of abuse alleged;
(3) Any reason that the defendant may have to possess firearms or
other dangerous weapons, including their use in employment; and
(4) Any other reason that the court determines relevant to the
complaint.

PART C
Sec. C-1. 25 MRSA §2803-B is amended to read:
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§2803-B. Requirements of law enforcement agencies
1. Law enforcement policies. All law enforcement agencies shall adopt written policies
regarding procedures to deal with the following:
A. Use of force;
B. Barricaded persons and hostage situations;
C. Persons exhibiting deviant behavior;
D. Domestic violence. This policy must include, at a minimum, the following:
(1) A process to ensure that victims receive notification of the defendant’s release
from jail;
(2) A risk assessment for defendants that includes the defendant’s previous
history, the parties’ relationship, the name of the victim and a process to relay this
information to a bail commissioner before a bail determination is made; and
(3) A process for the safe retrieval of personal property belonging to the victim or
the defendant that includes identification of a neutral location for retrieval, the
presence of at least one law enforcement officer during the retrieval and at least
24 hours notice to each party prior to the retrieval;
E. Hate or bias crimes;
F. Police pursuits;
G. Citizen complaints of police misconduct; and
H. Criminal conduct engaged in by law enforcement officers.
The chief administrative officer of each agency shall certify to the board that attempts are made
to obtain public comment during the formulation of policies.
2. Minimum policy standards. The board shall establish minimum standards for each
law enforcement policy no later than June 1, 1995, except that policies for expanded
requirements for domestic violence under paragraph D may be established no later than January
1, 2003.
3. Agency compliance. The chief administrative officer of each law enforcement
agency shall certify to the board no later than January 1, 1996 that the agency has adopted
written policies consistent with the minimum standards established by the board pursuant to
subsection 2, except that certification to the board for expanded policies for domestic violence
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under subsection 1, paragraph D must be made to the board no later than January 1, 2003. This
certification must be accompanied by copies of the agency policies. The chief administrative
officer of each agency shall certify to the board no later than June 1, 1996 that the agency has
provided orientation and training for its members with respect to the policies, except that
certification for orientation and training with respect to expanded policies for domestic violence
under subsection 1, paragraph D must be made no later than June 1, 2003.
4. Penalty. An agency that fails to comply with any provision of subsection 3 commits a
civil violation for which the State Government or local government entity whose officer or
employee committed the violation may be adjudged a forfeiture not to exceed $500.
5. Annual standards review. The board shall review annually the minimum standards
for each policy to determine whether changes in any of the standards are necessary to incorporate
improved procedures identified by critiquing known actual events or by reviewing new
enforcement practices demonstrated to reduce crime, increase officer safety or increase public
safety.
PART D

Sec. D-1. Commission established. Resolved: That the Commission to Study Domestic
Violence, referred to in this resolve as the "commission," is established; and be it further
Sec. D-2. Commission membership. Resolved: That the commission consists of the
same members last appointed or invited to serve on the Commission to Study Domestic Violence
pursuant to Resolve 1999, chapter 126. If any of those members cannot serve, the person
responsible for appointing that member pursuant to Resolve 1999, chapter 126 shall appoint a
new member; and be it further
Sec. D-3. Chairs. Resolved: That the chairs of the Commission to Study Domestic
Violence pursuant to Resolve 1999, chapter 126 shall continue to serve as chairs, unless unable.
If new chairs must be appointed, the first named Senate member is the Senate chair of the
commission and the first named House of Representatives member is the House chair of the
commission; and be it further
Sec. D-4. Appointments; meetings. Resolved: That all appointments must be made no
later than 21 days following the effective date of this resolve. The appointing authorities shall
notify the Executive Director of the Legislative Council upon making their appointments. When
the appointment of all members is complete, the chairs of the commission shall call and convene
the first meeting of the commission no later than 30 days after all appointments have been made.
The commission may hold up to 6 meetings; and be it further
Sec. D-5. Duties. Resolved: That the commission shall invite the participation of
experts and interested parties, gather information and request necessary data from public and
private entities in order to review the following issues and develop recommendations and
implementing legislation if appropriate:
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1. Predominant aggressors;
2. Models of supervised visitation;
3. Conflicts created between coexisting orders and conditions, including mutual
orders (i.e., protection from abuse orders, visitation or other family law/divorcerelated orders, probation conditions and bail conditions);
4. Models of uniform domestic violence incident reports and other standard
reporting tools for law enforcement officers;
5. The inconsistency in the definitions of “family or household members” in the
statutes;
6. Confidentiality programs that allow access to public records without disclosing
the location of domestic violence victims;
7. Whether Maine Rules of Criminal Procedure Rule 4 needs clarification or
amendment to authorize courts to set conditions of bail on warrants;
8. The following elements of protection from abuse proceedings:
a. Legal representation;
b. Additional courthouse security and victim safety in courthouses;
c. Space for victims to fill out protection from abuse paperwork;
d. Twenty-four hour availability of protection from abuse orders;
e. Service issues;
f. Conditions placed on amendment or dismissal of protection from abuse
orders (i.e., should courts require plaintiff to speak with domestic violence
advocate or legal advocate before court will amend or dismiss order); and
g. Giving the court authority to access additional information about
children, including limited hearsay and guardians ad litem;
9. Educational components of bail commissioner training and continuing
education;
10. Conditions of bail that bail commissioners can order; and
11. The status/progress of technology and computerization of criminal history
records, protection orders and bail conditions; and be it further
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Sec. D-6. Staff assistance. Resolved: That, upon approval of the Legislative Council,
the Office of Policy and Legal Analysis shall provide necessary staffing services to the
commission while the Legislature is not in session; and be it further
Sec. D-7. Compensation. Resolved: That the members of the commission who are
Legislators are entitled to the legislative per diem, as defined in the Maine Revised Statutes, Title
3, section 2, and reimbursement for necessary expenses incurred for their attendance at
authorized meetings of the commission. Other members of the commission who are not
otherwise compensated by their employers or other entities that they represent are entitled to
receive reimbursement of necessary expenses incurred for their attendance at authorized
meetings; and be it further
Sec. D-8. Report. Resolved: That the commission shall submit its report, together with
any necessary implementing legislation, to the Legislature no later than December 30, 2002. If
the commission requires a limited extension of time to conclude its work, it may apply to the
Legislative Council, which may grant the extension; and be it further
Sec. D-9. Budget. Resolved: That the chairs of the commission, with assistance from
the commission staff, shall administer the commission's budget. Within 10 days after its first
meeting, the commission shall present a work plan and proposed budget to the Legislative
Council for approval. The commission may not incur expenses that would result in the
commission exceeding its approved budget. Upon request from the commission, the Executive
Director of the Legislative Council shall promptly provide the commission chairs and staff with a
status report on the commission's budget, expenditures incurred and paid and available funds;
and be it further
Sec. D-10. Appropriation. Resolved: That the following funds are appropriated from
the General Fund to carry out the purposes of this resolve.
2002-03
LEGISLATURE
Commission to Study Domestic Violence
Personal Services

$ to be determined

All Other

$ to be determined

Provides funds for the per diem and expenses of legislative members and
expenses of other members of the Commission to Study Domestic Violence.
LEGISLATURE
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PART E
Sec. E-1. Maine Association of Batterers Intervention Programs; report. Beginning
January 2003 and annually thereafter, the Maine Association of Batterers Intervention Programs
must report annually to the joint standing committee having jurisdiction over criminal justice
matters regarding progress in meeting benchmarks and goals, development and implementation
of programs and the measures of effectiveness of the programs.
PART F
Sec. F-1. Appropriation. The following funds are appropriates from the General Fund
to carry out the purposes of this Part .
CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF

2002-2003

Positions
Personal Services
All Other

2003-2004

(6.000)
(6.000)
$
$
$
$
(to be determined)

Appropriates funds for six dedicated probation
officer positions to supervise caseloads of
persons who are convicted of crimes involving
domestic violence.

ATTORNEY GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF

2002-2003

All Other

2003-2004

$
$
(to be determined)

Appropriates funds for each District Attorney
to contract with a law enforcement agency to
have at least one dedicated law enforcement
officer investigator position in each prosecutorial
district to investigate and provide support in
cases of crimes involving domestic violence.

SUMMARY
This bill implements the recommendations of the Commission to Study Domestic
Violence. The bill does the following.
1. It amends the law regarding bail commissioners to specify that. in a case involving
domestic violence, a bail commissioner may not set preconviction bail for a defendant before the
bail commissioner has made a good faith effort to obtain from the arresting officer, the district
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attorney, a jail employee or other law enforcement officer, the following: a brief history of the
defendant; the relationship of the parties; the name, address, phone number and date of birth of
the victim; and existing conditions of protection from abuse orders, conditions of bail and
conditions of probation.
2. It amends the law to require the bail commissioners’ fees to be paid by the court,
instead of by the person being bailed.
3. It requires that bail commissioners receive mandatory training not later than 180 days
following appointment, unless the Chief Judge of the District Court determines that the bail
commissioner is qualified to carry out the responsibilities of a bail commissioner based on
equivalent experience or training.
4. It requires the Chief Judge of the District Court to establish a regional continuing
education program for bail commissioners that includes regular meetings of the bail
commissioners and members of the judiciary and, at a minimum, training in accepted practices in
domestic violence cases and best practices around uniform bail conditions.
5. It gives the court authority to prohibit the possession of firearms and other dangerous
weapons as a condition of a temporary protection order if the court determines that the defendant
has a history of violence. The court may impose this condition only if the court discusses the
plaintiff’s request for the condition prohibiting possession of firearms or other dangerous
weapons in person with the plaintiff, and the court determines that the prohibition of possession
of firearms or other dangerous weapons is an appropriate condition of an order after considering
at least the following: the defendant’s history of violence; the type of abuse alleged; any reason
that the defendant may have to possess firearms or other dangerous weapons, including their use
in employment; and any other reason that the court determines relevant to the complaint.
6. It amends the requirements of law enforcement agencies to develop certain policies by
specifying that policies regarding domestic violence must include, at a minimum, the following:
a process to ensure that victims receive notification of the defendant’s release from jail; a risk
assessment for defendant’s that includes the defendant’s previous history, the parties’
relationship, the name of the victim and a process to relay this information to a bail
commissioner before a bail determination is made; and a process for the safe retrieval of personal
property belonging to the victim or the defendant that includes identification of a neutral location
for retrieval, the presence of at least one law enforcement officer during the retrieval and at least
24 hours notice to each party prior to the retrieval.
7. It establishes the Commission to Study Domestic Violence whose members are the
same as those of the study commission established pursuant to Resolve 1999, chapter 126. This
commission is charged with inviting the participation of experts and interested parties, gathering
information and requesting necessary data from public and private entities in order to review the
following issues and develop recommendations and implementing legislation if appropriate:
predominant aggressors; models of supervised visitation; conflicts created between coexisting
orders and conditions, including mutual orders; models of uniform domestic violence incident
reports and other standard reporting tools for law enforcement officers; the inconsistency in the
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definitions of “family or household members” in the statutes; confidentiality programs that allow
access to public records without disclosing the location of domestic violence victims; whether
Maine Rules of Criminal Procedure Rule 4 needs clarification or amendment to authorize courts
to set conditions of bail on warrants; a number of elements of the protection from abuse process;
educational components of bail commissioner training and continuing education; conditions of
bail that bail commissioners can order; and the status/progress of technology and
computerization of criminal history records, protection orders and bail conditions. The
commission shall report its recommendations and legislation to the Legislature by December 30,
2002.
8. It directs that beginning January 2003 and annually thereafter, the Maine Association
of Batterers Intervention Programs must report annually to the joint standing committee having
jurisdiction over criminal justice matters regarding progress in meeting benchmarks and goals,
development and implementation of programs and the measures of effectiveness of the
programs.
9. It appropriates general fund money to the Department of Corrections to create 6 new
probation officers who will supervise persons convicted of crimes involving domestic violence.

10. It appropriates general fund money for each District Attorney to contract with a law
enforcement agency to have at least one dedicated law enforcement officer investigator position
in each prosecutorial district to investigate and provide support in cases of crimes involving
domestic violence.
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